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Abstract: - Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) has been used to provide traffic engineering and high speed
networking. MPLS is an evolving network technology. MPLS is a framework which is introduced by IETF. It is a
differentiated and scalable framework. MPLS delivers end-to-end IP services with the use of simple configuration
and management. Fault tolerance is an important Quality Of Service factor. Fault tolerance needs to be
considered to maintain network survivability. Fault tolerance is very important in every network system because
it provides the facility to operate the network if any one or more parts of the system are damaged. The network
devices are enabled by MPLS to specify path based on quality of service and bandwidth. The main use of MPLS
technology is to speed up the network flow with the use of labels.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

MPLS is a technology which facilitates several problems in
internet such as routing performance, speed and fault
tolerance. Multi Protocol Label Switching is a set of
protocols that is used to manage networks. Networks are of
three types-data centric, voice centric and both data and
voice centric, in data centric network data is transported
while in voice centric network voice is transported. In data
and voice networks, both data and voice are transported.
Modern networks are examples of voice and data centric
networks. These networks are based on a model that uses
internet protocol to transport data. MPLS superimposes a
connection-oriented framework over the connectionless IP
network. Nodes that lie at the edge of the network are also
connected with the help of virtual links through the
network.
MPLS network combines a label-swapping algorithm,
similar to that used in ATM, with network layer routing. A
short, fixed-length identifier that is used to forward packets
is called label. In MPLS network, the FEC (Forward
Equivalence Class) assignment is done just once at the
ingress router. The FEC to which the packet is assigned is
encoded into a label. The packets are labeled before they
are forwarded between Label Switched Routers. MPLS
core routers are called Label Switched Router. MPLS
network has connection oriented architecture so it is very
vulnerable to failures.
The main goal of this paper covers the security issue arises
in MPLS networks. The main drawback of MPLS is that
there is no guarantee to users that packets do not get read or
corrupted. E.g:- A well-established requirement in
telephone networks is that the network should display very
high levels of reliability and availability. Subscribers
should not have their calls dropped, and should always
have access to their services.
II.

BACKGROUND
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Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)
Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a reliable broad
band technique used to strength the IP networks.
Packets enter the MPLS network through a router called
Label Edge Router (LER) or often called Ingress router.
This router is responsible for adding a label on the packet
for further transmission. Functionally label is a short fixed
Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is a framework
defined by IETF for fast packet switching and routing. It
uses specific labels to forward the packets with in MPLS
network. More specifically, MPLS has mechanisms to
manage traffic flows of various granularities [1,4]. It is
independent of the layer-2 and layer-3 protocols such as
ATM and IP.
To provide network survivability in MPLS network, an
LSP (Labe1 Switching Path) can be protected from a
network fault. MPLS-based protection LSP is a logical
LSP, which makes traffic travel through it as the same
service quality regardless of any failures.

Figure1. MPLS network
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When fault occurs in LSP, due to failure of link or node in
the network, the carried traffic in failed LSP has to be
transmitted through the backup LSP and the selection of
backup LSP is based on the following criteria:
1) Reducing the request blocking probability
2) Minimizing cost of network
3) Load balancing
1) Reducing request blocking probability:-The major
task of traffic engineering is to reduce the request blocking
probability, to make sure that maximum numbers of
requests are accepted in the network, in order to improve
operator revenues and increase client satisfaction.
Minimum Interference Routing Algorithm (MIRA) [5] is
one of the best algorithms for constraint based routing
which reduces the request blocking probability. The basic
concept of MIRA is based on the relationship between the
maximum flow [6] value between two nodes and the
bandwidth (that can be routed between nodes). In MIRA
critical links are the links, which cause a decrease in
maximum flow values between pair of nodes. Therefore,
weights are allocated to the links according to their
criticality. In the end a shortest path- like algorithm is used
to evaluate the path with minimum critical links. But MIRA
suffers from computational complexity problem, as this
algorithm frequently computes maximum flow.
2) Minimizing costs of network:-To accomplish a
minimum cost of network, metrics like minimum hop
count or link costs, have been conventionally included in
routing algorithms. In order to minimize the cost of
network many algorithms are proposed, for example
Minimum hop algorithm [6]. Moreover, many other
algorithms are proposed to make improvement in Minimum
hop algorithm. Minimum hop algorithms are easy and
computationally proficient. But in case of heavily loaded
network, they give worse result [7] in terms of request
refusal ratio. Link cost corresponds to the physical link
length, so they are used in algorithms mainly for traffic
engineering and they have no huge influence in networking
architectures.
3) Load balancing:- In network, load balancing plays an
important role to decrease congestion. The basic concept of
load balancing is to distribute load in such a way that
improves the overall performance of network. But in lightly
loaded network load balancing shows bad performance, for
example routing packets on longer paths.
4) MIRA, Minimizing cost of network and Load
Balancing:- In this approach [7], three criteria (Load
Balancing, MIRA and Minimizing cost of network) are
used to calculate the path for the affected traffic. But this
approach suffers from the problem computational
overhead, because this approach computes all the three
criteria throughout the process of packet forwarding.

established after a failure occurs, and correspondingly
bandwidth reservation is not applied until the failure
occurs. The dynamic protection model
may not be
suitable for time sensitive applications because of its large
recovery time [2] [3].
III.

RELATED WORK

Protection switching
The protection switching mechanism pre-established a
recovery path (before the fault detection) for each active
path (AP). When an AP fails the affected traffic is switched
to the pre-established RP. Recovery can also be local or
global and resource or path oriented. Resources required
for the establishment of recovery path are reserved.
Protection switching pre-establishes a recovery path or path
segment based on network routing policies, the restoration
requirements of the traffic on the working path and
administrative consideration.
Rerouting
Rerouting, a fault recovery technique where a recovery
path is established on demand after a fault occurs. The
Recovery path can be based on fault information, network
routing policies and network topology information[ 8,9]
The new paths may be based upon fault information,
network routing policies, pre-defined configurations and
network topology information. Thus, on detecting a fault,
paths or path segments to bypass the fault are established
using signaling. On the other hand rerouting has the
disadvantage that resources may not be available at the
time of computing recovery path that may leads to
major[9,10]
IV.

OBJECTIVE OF RESEARCH WORK

We shall follow these objectives as following:
1. MPLS is a standardized network based technology,
which uses labels to make forwarding decision with
network layer routing in the control components.
2. The objective is to provide a solution that MPLS
provide integrated service model including RSVP and
support operation, administration and maintenances
facilities.
3. MPLS must run over any link layer technology and
support unicast and multicast forwarding.
4. MPLS must be capable of dealing the ever growing
demand of traffic onto the network and provide
extending routing capabilities more than just
destination based forwarding.
5. Along with reduced cost and offers new revenue
generating customer’s services in addition with
providing high quality of base services.

Mpls Fault Tolerance
In fast restoration model the backup LSP is established and
configured in advance, therefore bandwidth has to be
reserved. In dynamic protection model the backup LSP is
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V.

RESULTS
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VI.

6 .CONCLUSION

In this project, we identify relevant objectives for fault
tolerance of MPLS network. We set up clear common
criteria for these algorithms, namely: request reducing
blocking probability, minimizing cost of network, and load
balancing. We categorize and evaluate the appropriate
approaches for this problem. The study shows the
drawbacks of partial considerations, and the need for a
global solution. Finally, we propose a solution that covers
the different criteria presented in the project. Our
formulation helps in clarifying all the trade-offs involved in
CBR, thus enables the design of more complete solutions.
Our approach shows that combination of our set of
objectives achieves better overall satisfying results. The
simulations presented in this project could be extended to
encompass a discrete-event approach taking into account
limited life-time LSPs. Moreover, the objectives we fixed
can be the basis for further studies of CBR with emphasis
on techniques for on-line design of survivable networks
with multi-priority traffic.
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